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Kronos Cloud
Cloud infrastructure. Easily manage, scale, 
and run with multiple IP resources _

Kronos Cloud is a virtual bare metal solution without 
limitations of the physical world _

/ˈkroʊnəs/ – the leader and youngest of the first generation of Titans

Up to 2048 IPs
Infrastructure interconnected with flexible black-list free IP spaces 
through automated IP Address Market platform.

Full hardware (KVM) virtualization
Built on top of optimized open-source KVM hypervisor and in-house
developed automation.

Intuitive control
Manage and scale your services via our Terminal and API. Access
multiple features and functions – from reboot, remote console and
rescue mode to advanced DNS and IP resource management.

Full root access
Complete control of your Kronos Cloud server. Choose your operating
system, remotely control, configure, and manage your server as if it was
a dedicated server right in your office.
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Kronos Cloud locations _
Reach clients around the globe at top-tier, ISO certified data centers. Heficed offers unique locations in 

Johannesburg and São Paulo, as well as several of locations in North America and Europe.

Kronos Cloud features _

High scalability
No longer bound by the physical size of your 
server, quickly scale your virtual machine at 
the Terminal.

Multiple IPv4 addresses
Get access to IPv4 addresses for your projects 
up to /16. More IPs are available on request.

10G network
Built-in 10G fiber optic ports for network 
troubleshooting and performance testing.

Preinstalled custom ISO
Custom ISO allows you to mount a configured 
image on your instance and run through the 
boot and setup process as you would on a bare 
metal server.

IPv6 enabled
Enable IPv6 during Cloud Server creation or 
on an existing virtual machine through the 
Terminal without having to reboot.

Powerful API
Directly access web control panel 
functionality and benefit from advanced 
networking features.

Self-managed rDNS control
Simplified rDNS self-management means less 
time spent getting support and more time 
working on your own projects.

DNS management
Easily create your domain zones and edit 
records directly at your Terminal.

VNC console
Ease up management of your virtual machine 
via the VNC console.

Live stats
Track your resource usage live! Enable alerts to 
avoid CPU, memory or network overuse.

Auto backups
Schedule automatic backups daily, weekly or 
monthly. You can also make manual backups 
when you need!

Rescue mode
If you suspect that your primary filesystem 
is corrupted, use our rescue mode – safe 
environment for performing many system 
recovery and disk management tasks.

Contact us _ [  sales@heficed.com  ] 

[  heficed.com/kronos-cloud  ]


